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 SIMULIA Structural Analysis Professional includes four products. These are: Structural Analysis - Create structural design
problems to find the deflection and load transfer of various civil and mechanical structures Deflection Analysis - Create finite

element models for engineering applications such as high-rise building, wind engineering, etc. Constraint Analysis - Make
certain structures comply with specified codes or standards Unibody Analysis - Create 3D animation of complex structural

system to demonstrate assembly PVH Steel Structural Analysis - Create 3D animation of complex structural system to
demonstrate assembly Stress Analysis - Calculate the stress, loads, and deflections of structures Stress Analysis: Create different
load types to analyze the stress conditions of different structures Stress Analysis: Create a parametric analysis Distributed Loads

- Apply different load types and locations to analyze the stress, deflections, and load transfer of different structural systems
Solid Modeling - Specify different components such as beams, columns, and plates; calculate their bending moment, shear, and
torsion; and apply constraints to ensure the components remain rigidly connected. Elasto-Plastic Finite Element Analysis - Add

Elasto-plastic material to analyze the stress conditions and motion of concrete, soft soil, and other structures Compliance
Analysis - Run multi-field analysis of structures to ensure that they comply with various codes and standards Uni-Field Loading

- Apply loads to one node of the structure Multi-Field Loading - Apply loads to various nodes and various components to
simulate the stress conditions of a structure Design Generation - Generate 3D models of different components and assemblies

File Size - Reduce the size of the files for multiple-field analysis Multi-Simulation - Simulate loads at all nodes and components
of the structure and analyze the stress and deformation of the structure Deflection Analysis: Deflection Analysis creates an

overall view of how a structure behaves under loading Design Space - Create a range of load types and apply them to different
components to analyze the stress and deformation of a structure Short-Edge Loads - Apply loads to one edge of the structure

Long-Edge Loads - Apply loads to both edges of the structure Buckling Analysis - Analyze the buckling of structures 3D
Material Thickness Analysis - Calculate the material thickness and deformations of different types of structures 520fdb1ae7
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